Sandra MacLees specializes in content standards based storytelling. For the last 30 years she has used drama and humor to bring alive: folk tales, fables, myths, legends, biographies, and history. Let her know what subject matter you are teaching and she will bring in a program that supports it.

She is also available for the following workshops:

“Storytelling from Page to Performance”: How do you take a written story and turn it into a personal oral piece? Sandra takes you through the whole process.

“Character Development”: Classes will learn games and exercises that help students flesh out characters.

“Improvisational Development”: This is a series of games and exercises that lead to the creation of original stories. (It can be used to support oral or written original stories.)

Sandra has been featured in storytelling festivals across America and is a regular performer in the public libraries and schools. Two tapes of her work have been produced: “Pieces of My Life” and “Sweet and Bittersweet.”